Shorts and Skirts
- shorts and skirts must be at or beyond fingertips resting at your side
- NO BIKER SHORTS, SPANDEX SHORTS, or NIKE PROS are permitted at any time

Pants and Jeans
- Rips or tears are permitted below the knee only.
- Jeans may not have tears or holes above the knee
- If wearing leggings, your shirt/top must cover your bottom

Tops
- All shirts MUST COVER STOMACH
- All tops must have sleeves - NO Tank tops, sleeveless shirts, off the shoulder tops or 1 shoulder tops
- No Low cut shirts
- No offensive logos (drugs, guns, words, etc.)

Shoes and Head covering
- No slippers permitted (Crocs are ok)
- No hats, hoodies, bandanas, or head covering

Acceptable

Unacceptable